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ABSTRACT
As the scale of system integration continues to grow, the on-ch

communication becomes the ultimate bottleneck of system performa
and the primary determinant of system architecture. In this paper we p
pose athroughput-drivensynthesis methodology for on-chip communi
cation fabrics based on optimized bus models. Compared with traditio
delay-driven, wire-by-wireplanning methods, thethroughput-driven
methodology provides a feasible and accurate system-level solution
address delay and congestion problems simultaneously during ea
phase design planning. Unlike the conventional methods which
based on rather inaccurate RC models and simplistic delay metrics
our methodology the communication fabrics are characterized in ter
of realistic Partial Element Equivalent Circuits (PEEC) extracted fro
the multi-layer interconnects and transistor level transient analysis
SPICE-like tools. The characterized models facilitate a flexible interco
nect fabric optimization engine that can be embedded into a system p
ner forthroughput-drivensynthesis. Furthermore, engineering trade-of
considering repeater area and interconnect power consumption are
ther considered as part of this methodology.

1. Motivation
On-chip communication is widely accepted as a key performan

bottleneck for cutting-edge deep sub-micron (DSM) ICs ([1][2][3][4])
With the advent of the Giga-Scale Integration (GSI) era, it is foreseea
that the design of interconnects that can support the communica
between a billion gates operating at multi-gigahertz frequency is go
to be a daunting task. It follows that system level planning of the inte
connect architecture is becoming more and more importa
([15][16][17][18]).

Classical interconnect planning methodologies, however, are limi
to very simplified models([13][14]), and do not properly consider th
cost of the routing and area resources. Due to the inaccuracy in plann
and prediction, time-consuming post-routing analyses are frequen
required to identify and correct hidden interconnect problems. In ma
cases the entire design process has to be restarted in order to overc
problems that resulted as a consequence of bad planning.

Traditionally, the focus of interconnect planning has been on t
interconnect delay problem. In order to achieve timing closure, glob
interconnects are often “reverse-scaled” to reduce the wiring delay d
to interconnect resistance. Although timing can often be solved by t
means, other problems can be created in the process.
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Firstly, the risk of increasing routing congestion is greatly increas
by the use of “fat” wires and large spacing on a growing number of g
bal interconnects. It was projected in [5] that this technique alone wo
require an unrealistic number of metal layers as early as in 2005. U
mately, the number of routing layers required will be nearly an order
magnitude larger than the number of layers prescribed by the Inter
tional Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS).

In contrast, the authors of [5] proposed that the congestion probl
can be mitigated by the use of repeaters. Unfortunately, in order
achieve the reduction in number of layers, the projected repeater are
as much as 40% of the total area beyond 2005. Note that such a l
amount of repeater area can completely change the overall floorpla
design plan.

Finally, but importantly, the power consumption of the global inte
connect is becoming a more and more important concern. Wide wi
and large repeaters will increase the power consumption. It was p
jected by the same study that the power dissipation by the repea
could account for 20%-30% of the total power. Quite a few works pr
posed to reduce the bus power consumption by encoding techniq
However, the extra data bits required for encoding would in turn pote
tially increase the congestion.

In addition to the failure of considering the cost of availabl
resources, wire planning is also based on very simplistic RC mod
With the trend of rapidly shrinking feature size of CMOS and interco
nect technology, more and more gates and wires are fabricated in
the same chip area than ever before. The parasitics among the ma
amount of metal wires are beginning to play a significant role in circu
response. Not only is the delay of interconnects often found dominat
that of the gates, but the actual delay also becomes extremely unce
and hard to bound due to the strong crosstalk noises abundant in D
chips.

Moreover, the simplistic RC delay models are unable to capture
emerging on-chip inductance effects [6][7][8]. With increasing sign
frequency, the inductance reactance (jwL) is not necessarily a negligible
part of the total interconnect impedance. Both signal delay and sig
integrity can deteriorate with increasing inductance effects. One s
problem is to determine just how wide wires should be in order to b
ance the trade-offs of increasing signal speed vs. increasing inducta

The classic wire planning methodology ([13][14]) uses simple R
models obtained via empirical formulas for the wire and a constant l
ear resistor model for the transistors. The delay calculation is based
first order approximations, such as Elmore delay or Sakurai’s expr
sion. These models are of limited accuracy even when only RC dela
concerned, but are futile for RCL interconnects and crosstalk, de
uncertainty, and signal integrity problems.

Therefore, a system planner based on the conventionaldelay-
driven, wire-by-wireplanning paradigm can not guarantee the reliabili
or feasibility of the synthesized communication links. It also lacks th
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ability to achieve a satisfactory performance cost trade-off for the afore-
mentioned scenario.

In this paper, we propose a new methodology for interconnect sys-
tem planning that utilizes the most accurate models and analysis meth-
ods and simultaneously integrates the ability for an aggressive
throughput optimization. Importantly, these models provide for the
opportunity to make engineering trade-off decisions for area and power
consumption as part of a floorplanning or design planning process.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides the preliminaries for our approach, including the description of
the fundamental bus style interconnect fabric and its performance mod-
els. Section 3 describes the primary throughput-driven optimization for-
mulation based on the models in Section 2. The optimization
formulation and its variations are cast in an application framework in
Section 4. Section 5 and Section 6 discuss possible trade-off methodol-
ogies for repeater area and power consumption during synthesis, fol-
lowed by our conclusions in Section 7.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 Bus Fabrics
Point-to-pointor sharedbus networks are commonly seen in com-

munication architectures of SOCs. As the backbones of on-chip com-
munication, busses usually consist of a number of long parallel wires in
the same metal layer and/or in the neighboring orthogonal layer dedi-
cated for global routing. The wire widths and spacings are often sized
differently than the minimum sizes allowed by the technology in order
to minimize the signal delay. Moreover, repeater and shield insertion
techniques are often employed as well to further reduce delay and
crosstalk noise.

We consider the busses to be uniform and periodical interconnect
fabrics as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 with the following structure and
regularity:

• The wire width and spacing are uniform for every wire. All the sig-
nal wires have the same width, denoted by the variable,Wsi. The

shield wires may have another width,Wsh. The spacing between two

neighboring wires are identical,Sp.

• The repeater insertion is uniform. All the repeaters inserted along
the signal wires, including the driver and the receiver, have the same
gate size (equal driving strength),Sgate. The wire length between a

repeater to the next,Lseg, is the same for all the segments.

• The shield wires are inserted periodically. We refer to the number of
the signal wires between a pair of VDD/GND shields as the shield-
ing period, denoted by the variableN.

Note that the group of parameters (Wsi, Wsh, Sp, Sgate, Lseg, N)

uniquely defines a uniform and periodical interconnect fabric (pattern).
Actual on-chip busses can be built via replication of this basic fabric.

2.2 Performance Models
In order to measure the quality of the bus fabrics, we define their

performance and cost characteristics as functions of the fabric parame-
ters. In this paper, we consider a scalable model containing the follow-
ing set of characteristics for each fabric design:

• Normalized Throughput, THN. We define the throughput of a bus

with unit length and unit total width as the normalized throughput of
the bus fabric (Wsi,Wsh, Sp, Sgate, Lseg, N). For a bus of given length

and width, its actual throughput has the following relation with the
normalized throughput of the bus fabric with which it is con-
structed.

(1)

• Signal Speed,SS.Instead of delay, the average signal speed is us
to denote the timing performance of a bus fabric. Due to the unifo
mity of the fabrics, the worst case flight time for signal to pass fro
one repeater to the next is a constant,WDseg, The signal speed in a

bus fabric isLseg/WDseg. The worst case signal delay of a bus with

lengthL can be computed from the signal speed in the fabric.

(2)

• Energy Consumption,EC. This parameter represents a measure
power consumption for busses constructed with a given type
interconnect fabric. It is the energy consumed to transfer one
active signal “0->1” over a unit distance by a bus of the given fab
ric. Assuming the switching behavior of each data line is indepe
dent and irrelevant to the activity on other lines of the bus, the act
power consumption of a bus of bit-widthM and lengthL is esti-
mated by,

(3)

whereM is the bit width,F is the operating frequency, and is the
switching (0->1) probability of the signal that can be computed v
a stochastic analysis of the data on the bus.

Given a bus fabric’s design parameters (Wsi, Wsh, Sp, Sgate, Lseg, N)

and its performance parameters(THN, SS, EC),the performance and

cost of any bus built with it can be easily computed.

2.3 Model Generation
Generation of the scalable models involves the following two maj

steps.

1. Extraction: Input -(Wsi, Wsh, Sp, Sgate, Lseg, N), Output -(R, L, C).

During this step, the layout of the bus fabric is generated from t
set of design parameters(Wsi, Wsh, Sp, Sgate, Lseg, N). Each conductor

between the repeaters is further discretized into several segment
capture the transmission line effect. Field solvers ([10][11]) are th
applied to generate the PEEC models ([9]) in form ofR, L, Cmatrices.

Since inductive coupling is a long range effect, the mutual coupli
inductance between far away conductors can not be simply trunca
without loss of accuracy and stability (as in the capacitive coupli
case). It has been shown, however, that the forward coupling inducta
among the segments of parallel bus structures can be either ignore

TH W L,( ) T HN
W
L
-----×=

Delay L( ) L
SS
------=

P M L,( ) EC L× M× α F××=

α

Sgate

Lseg

Figure 1. A uniform on-chip bus fabric.

N

VDD VSS VDD

Orthogonal Wiring

Orthogonal Wiring

WshWsiSp Sp

Figure 2.  Cross section view of on-chip interconnect.
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reallocated uniformly between parallel segments [12]. Based on this
observation, the inductance matrix can be sparsified into a block diago-
nal matrix via the combined 2D inductance models proposed in [12].
The sparsified inductance model greatly reduces the complexity of sub-
sequent analyses while maintaining the required modeling accuracy and
stability.

2. Simulation: Input -(R, L, C),Output -(THN, SS, EC)

Instead of using a simplistic metric such as the Elmore delay, our
models are characterized via transistor level transient simulation. The
circuit models of the interconnect parasitics are combined with the
SPICE models of the given CMOS technology. The combined circuits
are then simulated with a set of input patterns to uncover the worst case
behaviors.

This differs from traditional RC based analyses in two respects.
First, inductive coupling exists beyond immediate neighbors. For RC
wires, the capacitive couplings between the victim and the wires beyond
the neighbors are negligible due to the electrostatic shielding effect.
However, with inductive coupling, the faraway aggressors can still con-
tribute a significant, albeit collective, impact on the victim. Second, the
opposite switching case is no longer guaranteed to be the worst case.
Instead, aggressors switching in the same direction can aggravate the
inductive effect on the victim by superposition. It can be observed that
in extreme cases, all the aggressors switching in the same direction can
cause a worse delay than the opposite switching case.

In our implementation, the effective crosstalk window is determined
by greedy heuristics. An empirical set of switching patterns, including
the opposite switching and same direction switching, as well as the “W”
switching pattern (i.e., the immediate neighbors switch in the opposite
direction while the other aggressors switch in the same direction with
the victim), are applied in circuit simulation.

With worst case signal delay, noise peak, and total current measured
from simulation output. The performance parameters(THN, SS, EC)are

computed via the relations in (1), (2) and (3).

2.4 Interconnect Fabric Optimization
Based on the performance parameters(THN, SS, EC),for a given

technology and specific application requirements, the bus fabric is opti-
mized to achieve designated features with minimum cost. A standard
optimization package is used to optimize our carefully formulated opti-
mal performance functions in terms of the set of design variables(Wsi,

Wsh, Sp, Sgate, Lseg, N) via either of the following multi-variable con-

strained nonlinear programs:

(4)

or

(5)

Where the performance, cost, and constraints are combinations or simple
functions of the performance characteristics(THN, SS, EC)defined in

Section 2.2.

The above optimization problems are solved by the following algo-
rithm:

1. Solve the subproblem of (Wsi, Wsh, Sp, Sgate, Lseg) using a Sequential

Quadratic Programming (SQP) solver.

2. Downhill transverse the possible values of N and repeater step 1
each N. The best of the solutions to the subproblems is the optim
solution to the original problem.

The overall flow of model generation and fabric optimization is summ
rized in Fig. 3.

3. Throughput-Driven Optimization
As discussed in the previous sections, the interconnect delay prob

and the routing congestion problem often render the traditional del
driven, wire-by-wire planner ineffective. In this section we show th
both problems can be modeled and solved via a single metric, nam
throughput.

Throughput is the common performance measure for both process
units and communication links. It is the ultimate index of the overa
system performance. For communication links, throughput (a.k
bandwidth) is the amount of data that can be transmitted through the
over a fixed time period. The throughput of the communication lin
must be as much as the slowest of the associated processing un
order not to drag down the system performance. Similar to the timi
closure, the closure of throughput is a more fundamental requiremen
high performance designs.

The throughput of a bus is determined by two factors, the operat
frequency and the bit-width.

(6)
The frequency is related to the signal delay by the following equatio

(7)

where is a positive constant. is larger than 1 to guarantee the sig
can be correctly locked in the receiver in one clock period.

Traditional delay-driven wire planning methodology improves th
communication throughput solely by reducing the signal delay, i.
increasing the maximal operating frequency. The bit-width of on-ch
busses is left to be determined by the I/O width of IP blocks they a
connecting to. However, according to today’s interconnect/communi
tion centric SOC design methodology, the restriction of the bit-width
the busses is no longer as important. The bit-width of the busses ca
varied to further increase the performance or lower the power consum
tion with little interfacing overhead ([15][16]). Arbitrating, encoding
and decoding, and interfacing circuits may be required for bus contr
ling and data caching in this case. Nevertheless, the overall performa
of the system can be boosted due to the fact that the effective through
of the busses is improved.

For example, as shown in Fig. 4, for the fixed channel width show
design (a) contains wider wires with larger spacing than design (b). I
possible that the signal delay of design (a) is smaller than (b), th
design (a) could function at a high frequency than (b). However,
shrinking the wire size and spacing, design (b) is able to route m
wires in the given width. It is important to note that with a larger b

maximize Performance_Func (Wsi Wsh S,
p

Sgate Lseg N ), , , ,

subject to Constraint_Func (Wsi Wsh S,
p

Sgate Lseg N ) 0≥, , , ,

lower and upperbounds on (Wsi Wsh S,
p

Sgate Lseg N ), , , ,

minimize Cost_Func (Wsi Wsh S,
p

Sgate Lseg N ), , , ,

subject to Constraint_Func (Wsi Wsh Sp Sgate Lseg N ) 0≥, , , , ,

and lower and upperbounds

Interconnect Technology Data CMOS Technology Data

Extraction Simulation

Optimization

Floor Plan & System Level Simulation

Figure 3.  Communication Fabric Optimization.
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width, the “slower” design (b) could achieve higher throughput than the
“faster” design (a).

According to (1), the optimal bus design that allows the maximal
throughput in a given channel width must be constructed with the inter-
connect fabric that has the maximum normalized throughput.

, (8)

The optimal fabric can be synthesized via solving the following formu-
lation using the fabric optimization engine described in the previous sec-
tion:

(9)

Similarly, according to (2), the bus design with minimum signal
delay must be constructed with the bus fabric that allows the maximal
signal speed.

. (10)

For comparison, we show the corresponding optimization formula-
tion below for delay-driven (speed-driven) planning.

(11)

A 0.18 ASIC technology is used here to demonstrate these perfor-
mance measures. Suppose the global interconnects are routed using met-
al 5. The corresponding technology parameters are listed in Table 1.

The maximal normalized1 throughput fabric and the maximal signal
speed fabric are generated respectively using the optimization engine
described in the previous section. The minimum feature sizes are
applied as lower bound constraints, and an upper bound constraint of

4 is added for the wire size and spacing to represent a reasonable
design area. An additional constraint is applied to strictly limit the
crosstalk noise to below 0.2volts. This tight constraint caused both solu-
tions to befully shielded. The maximal signal speed fabric solution cor-
responds to the widest wires and largest spacings allowed by the upper
bound. The performance of both solutions are compared in Table 4.
Although Fabric II is much faster than solution I, Fabric I produces a
significantly larger throughput within an equivalent bus width.

Given a throughput requirement for a bus of certain length, it can
determined by (1) that by using the maximal normalized throughp
solution, the bus width is minimized. Therefore, the throughput-driv
solution naturally reduces the congestion problem while maintaini
the performance requirement. During early design planning, this wo
also determine the number of I/O ports required for the IP blocks
which these interconnect fabrics are connected.

4. Communication Fabric Synthesis
The fabric optimization formulations can be easily integrated into

floorplanner or design planner to provide for synthesis and prediction
on-chip communication channels. In this section, we demonstrated
application of these models for three design scenarios.

4.1 Globally-Asynchronous Locally Synchronous
In the first scenario, we consider the application of thethroughput-

driven communication fabric synthesis for Globally-Asynchronou
Locally-Synchronous (GALS) designs[19][20]. A GALS design meth
odology allows the IP cores to work at different local clock frequencie
The communication links between the IPs operate asynchronously o
independent clock frequencies. In addition to the potential benefits
lower power consumption and higher system performance, GA
brings a new degree of freedom to the system level interconnect de
by removing the hard timing constraints on the busses, since the ope
ing frequency of each bus can be tuned solely by the interconnect de

Since the interconnect delay is not limited by any global clock cyc
the signal speed requirement on the bus fabrics does not exist. Th
fore, the unconstrainedthroughput-drivenoptimization solution given
by the previous section is always a feasible golden fabric for all the b
ses. Every bus should simply be implemented with the same optim
fabric. For example, using the ASIC technology in Section 3, the b
fabrics should all be configured following the design parameters
Table 2.

During floor planning of a GALS design, the bus width of a link
connecting two IPs with distanceL and throughput requirementTHreq

can be easily computed as follows:

(12)

where (Wsi
*
, Wsh

*, Sp
*, Sgate

*, Lseg
*, N*) is the optimal solution of the

throughput driven optimization inSection 3.

For example, given the technology used in the previous section a
two IPs located 2cms apart that require 64Gbps communication

Table 1: Metal 5 technology parameters

thickness min width min spacing material k
0.4 0.3 0.3 Al 3.9

1. Note that the normalized throughput values are several order of mag-
nitude larger than the bus throughput we commonly see. This is because
although thenormalized throughputhas the same units as throughput, it
is not the actual throughput of any realistic bus. Numerically it is equiv-
alent to the throughput of an imaginary bus with equal width and length.

Width

Figure 4. Bus designs with different bit-width.

(a) (b)

T HN T H
L
W
-----× L

β Worst Case Delay×
----------------------------------------------------- Bit-Width

W
-----------------------×==

maximize THN Wsi Wsh S,
p

Sgate Lseg N, , , ,( )

subject to :

lower bounds and upper bounds

SS L Frequency β×× L
Worst Case Delay
---------------------------------------------= =

maximize SS Wsi Wsh S,
p

Sgate Lseg N, , , ,( )

subject to :

lower bounds and upper bounds

µm

µm µm µm

µm

Table 2: Maximal normalized throughput solution - I

Wsi Wsh Sp Lseg Sgate
a

a. 1x is a basic gate size with NMOS W/L=4

N
0.66 0.3 0.3 1561 29x 1

Table 3: Maximal signal speed solution - II

Wsi Wsh Sp Lseg Sgate
a N

4 4 4 4010 47x 1

Table 4: Performance Comparison

Fabrics SS (m/s) THN (bps)
Solution I 1.34e7 8.57e12
Solution II 4.71e7 2.94e12

µm µm µm µm

µm µm µm µm

W
T Hreq

T HN
∗

--------------- L×=

BitWidth
W

N∗ Wsi
∗ Wsh

∗ N∗ 1+( ) Sp
∗×+ +×( ) N∗⁄

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=
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between, it is straightforward to determine from Table 2 and equation

(12) that a channel width of 150  will be required.

4.2 Synchronous Communication
In the second scenario, everything on the chip operates synchro-

nously at a common clock frequency. The bus signals are required to
arrive at the destination in one clock cycle (or a given number of cycles
for pipelined signals). In this case, specific timing constraints are
applied to the communication channels, given the bus length,Llatch,

between the latch repeaters. These length constraints are translated into
the requirement on the signal speed of the bus fabric by (10). The opti-
mal bus fabric for these designs can be synthesized from a constrained
optimization problem as below:

(13)

For the same bus used in Section 4.1, assume that it is unpipelined
and required to operate at 1Ghz. The signal speed is now constrained to

be larger than 2e7m/s (assume =1). Solving the above optimization
problem we find that the optimal fabric under this condition has a nor-
malized throughput of 8e12bps.

Similar to (12), the required channel width can be easily computed
as a function of the bus length, given the required throughput of the
communication path and the normalized throughput of the fabric.

. (14)

Here,THN is the normalized throughput of the solution to (13). Thus the

channel width required to achieve 64Gbps throughput is 160 .

4.3 Throughput VS Latency
Similar to the synchronous case in the previous section, our third

scenario considers the case of a global clock, however, instead of having
a fixed number of latch repeaters in the bus, the planner is allowed to
choose to the number of clock cycles a signal should take to reach the
destination.

One simple approach for this synthesis would be to simply use the
maximal normalized throughput fabric for all the busses, and insert the
latch repeaters whenever necessary so that the timing constraints are
satisfied. This becomes exactly the same situation as Section 4.1, such
that the latch repeater distance is determined by

(15)

whereSS* is the signal speed in the maximal normalized throughput fab-
ric.

However, the more latch repeaters that are introduced, the larger the
latency of the bus. Clearly, this is also part of the architectural and early
design planning problem. For real time applications, where the response
time is of concern, the number of latch repeaters should be limited.
Since the number of latch repeaters required is inversely proportional to
the distance the signal can propagate in a clock cycle, the objective in
our synthesis is to find an interconnect fabric that provides acceptable
trade-off between signal speed and throughput. We generate such an
optimal bus fabric via the following process:

1. Start with the maximal speed solution, determine the latency and
throughput
2. Gradually relax the signal speed constraint in (13) and solve the prob-
lem repeatedly

3. Choose an acceptable point before the throughput stops increasi

We generated such a speed vs. normalized throughput trade
curve for the above process. Given a clock frequency, one can ea
convert this Throughput vs. Signal Speed into a Throughput vs. Late
plot.

5. Repeater Resource Planning
As shown in previous sections, throughput driven communicati

fabric synthesis and its variations facilitate the simultaneously consid
ation of interconnect delay and wiring resources during design pla
ning. However, other resources, such as repeater area, are not refle
in our metric ofnormalized-throughput.From Table 2 and Table 3 we
observe that the repeater sizes of the optimal solution can be an ord
magnitude larger than the common standard cell sizes. According to
projection in [5], repeater usage will take a significant portion of th
total chip area in future technology generations in the very near futu
Therefore, it is important for floorplanners and design planners to ha
the ability to select an optimal, yet feasible, bus design based on
area and location of the repeater blocks as part of that early design p
ning process.

The uniform and periodical bus fabric make it relatively easy to rea
ize such a function. With the model parametersLsegandSg of a fabric,

the ultimate repeater usage can be computed by bus length and
width:

(16)

Approaches similar to those applied in throughput-latency trade-off
the previous section can be applied to select an optimal interconnect
ric with controlled repeater usage. However, perhaps more importan
the floorplanner should be able to allocate the desired chip area for
peaters and include the repeater blocks as part of the complete floor
using this model.

6. Low Power Communication Synthesis
We further extend the interconnect fabric synthesis methodology

include power considerations. Following the discussions of des
trade-offs with respect to throughput-latency and throughput-repea
area, the solution to power aware interconnect fabric synthesis follo
straightforwardly:

1. Start with the maximal normalized throughput solution, evaluate t
normalized throughput and energy efficiency (EC).
2. Solve the following optimization formulation repeatedly and gradua
ly relax the throughput constraint THx:

µm

maximize T HN Wsi W,
sh

Sp Sgate Lseg N, , , ,( )

s.t. SS Wsi W,
sh

Sp Sgate Lseg N, , , ,( ) Llatch F β××≥

and lower and upper bounds

β

W
T Hreq

T HN
--------------- L×=

µm

Llatch
SS∗

Frequency β×
--------------------------------------=

0 1e+07 2e+07 3e+07 4e+07 5e+07
0

1e+12

2e+12

3e+12

4e+12

5e+12

6e+12

7e+12

8e+12

9e+12

Normalized Throughput (bps)

Signal Speed (m/s)

Figure 5. Throughput and Speed Trade-off.

RepeaterArea A Sg bitwidth× L
Lseg
----------××=
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(17)

3. Choose an acceptable point before the energy consumption stops de-
creasing

The resulting energy-throughput trade-off curve is shown in Fig. 6
for the technology parameters of Section 3. Note that the energy it takes
to transfer one switching bit over a unit distance drops sharply at the ini-
tial stage of the curve when approximately only 10% normalized
throughput is sacrificed. After that, the energy consumption gradually
flattens out when more throughput is yielded. It follows that an appro-
priate design trade-off point might be one which would save as much as
45% of the power while only sacrificing 10% of the throughput.

7. Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper we propose athroughput-drivenon-chip communica-

tion fabric synthesis methodology for system level interconnect and
communication planning of SOCs. Unlike the classicwire planningpar-
adigm, the throughput-drivenmethodology provides a feasible and
accurate system-level solution to the interconnect bottleneck. In order to
accurately capture the pervasive deep submicron effects, the communi-
cation fabrics in the new methodology are modeled by realistic Partial
Element Equivalent Circuits (PEEC) extracted from the multi-tier inter-
connects via field solvers and simulated using transistor level simula-
tors. A flexible optimization engine is used to generate optimal
interconnect fabric designs for various design scenarios. Engineering
trade-offs between throughput, latency, repeater area, and power con-
sumption can be achieved conveniently via the proposed communica-
tion fabric synthesis procedure.
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Figure 6. Throughput-Power Trade-off
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